“My sisters and I have been so grateful
for everything provided by
ESS LifeTrack . Everyone has been so
caring and attentive. During the years
when we accumulated all the financial
and personal data into one binder for
my parents, we were comfored to know
that the information was accessible,
updated and being evaluated annually.
Then, when we needed support the
most, the services provided to contact
insurance companies, financial
institutions, and settling the estate of
my mother and father gave us the
peace of mind to leave these difficult
tasks to competent professionals while
we spent our time supporting
each other.”
®

W e l c o me to

ESS LifeTrack

!

®

Nothing missing, Nothing overlooked.
Everything they need in an easy-to-find,
easy-to-follow system that guides them
through all the complexities of settling
your estate. It’s one more way to show
your loved ones how much you care,
and one less thing for them to deal with
while they’re working through the grief
of your passing.
ESS LifeTrack ® We keep track of
everything now so your family won’t
have to track it all down later.

A. Dahlke, J. Gordon, D. Earnhart

Give your loved
ones the gift of a
well-organized estate.

Estate Settlement Services, Inc.
2551 Roswell Rd, NE, Suite 209
Marietta, GA 30062
Phone 1-877-286-6375
Fax 770-973-5171
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®

“Leave a Legacy, Not a Burden” ™

Our Services
Provide you:
• Organization NOW
• Peace of Mind
• A binder with your assets,
liabilities, insurance, contacts,
and other instructions.
• Periodic and annual reviews
ensure your information
remains up to date.
• Key Contacts and Action
items for your Executor
• Assistance in settling your
Estate upon your passing

You want to give your family lasting
happy memories.You will have photos
and scrapbooks to relive those
memories.
You want to give special items to the
special people in your life.You will
have a will or other instructions for
that.
You want your family to have Peace of
Mind when they need it the most.You
will have:

ESS LifeTrack

®

Even with intelligent and well
organized people, when settling an
Estate, important details are often
overlooked. Attempting to find the
whereabouts and ownership of ALL
financial assets and liabilities, and
insurance can be very challenging.
In addition, settling an Estate can be a
time-consuming and overwhelming
process. Transferring account
ownership, filling out claim forms,
canceling no-longer needed insurance,
and working with various advisors can
take valuable time away from your
Executor’s normal everyday
responsibilities.
If everything was organized in one
place and your family had one number
they could call for assistance—wouldn’t
this help you:

“Leave a Legacy, Not a Burden” ™

